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As shown in: WhatsApp is a cross-platform messaging service that uses the same internet data plan you use for email and web browsing, there is no cost to message and stay in touch with friends. In addition to basic WhatsApp messages, users can create groups, send each other unlimited images, videos and audio media messages.
WhatsApp is also available for iPhone/iOS, Windows and Mac PCs. You can also download the latest beta version of WhatsApp for Android. Features: No hidden costs: Once you and your friends download the app, you can use it to chat as much as you want. Send a million messages a day to your friends for free! WhatsApp uses an
Internet connection: 3G/EDGE or Wi-Fi when available. Multimedia: Send videos, images, and voice notes to your friends and contacts. Group chat: Enjoy group conversations with your contacts. Add or delete group members, change the group theme, and set a group icon. Personal: Install a profile picture to be shown to all your contacts
No international fees: Just as there is no additional cost of sending an international email, there is no cost of sending WhatsApp messages internationally. Communicate with your friends around the world until they have WhatsApp Messenger installed and avoid those pesky international SMS costs. Say no pins and usernames: Why even
remember another PIN or username? WhatsApp works with your phone number, just like SMS will, and integrates flawlessly with your existing phone address book. No need to log in to/exit the system: There is no more confusion about getting logged from another computer or device. With push notifications WhatsApp is always on and
always connected. No need to add buddies: Your address book is used to automatically connect you to your contacts. Your contacts, who already have WhatsApp Messenger, will automatically appear as favorites, like a list of friends. Offline messages: Even if you miss push notifications or turn off your iPhone, WhatsApp will keep your
messages offline until you get them during your next app usage. And more: Share location and places, contact sharing, custom wallpaper, custom notification sounds, Landscape Mode, Message Time, Email Chat History, Broadcast Messages and Media for many contacts at once, and more. What's new: Added call waiting support so you
can take an incoming WhatsApp call while you're already on another call. Now you can fingerprint to unlock WhatsApp. Click the settings for your account's privacy and turn on Unlock with your fingerprints. Fixed the problem that caused the battery to leak quickly. The main vulnerability that allowed spyware to infiltrate phones and thus
used the recipient's camera, microphone, location and communications information as part of a targeted surveillance attack has been corrected. What's new: Dark mode is finally here! Who to who Follow these instructions: Download the file found here. Open Whatsapp, tap the three-point menu in the top right corner and select Settings.
In the settings select Chats (Theme, wallpaper, chat history) In chat rooms, select theme and in the theme you will find Dark. Previous release notes: When you get a link to videos from places like Instagram, Facebook and YouTube, you can now play directly on WhatsApp. With the picture in the picture, you can continue to watch the
video during the chat you can respond to the group message privately in the chat 1:1. Click and hold the message in the group chat and select Reply privately. Introducing stickers from emojis and camera features to status and animated GIFs, we're always looking for new features that make chatting with friends and family in WhatsApp
easy and fun. We are excited to introduce a new way for people to express themselves with stickers. Whether it's having a smile cup or crying broken heart, stickers will help you share your feelings in a way that you can't always put into words. To begin with, we launch sticker packages created by our designers in WhatsApp, and a
selection of stickers from other artists. We've also added support for third-party sticker packages so that designers and developers around the world can create stickers for WhatsApp. To do this, we've included a set of APIs and interfaces that allow you to create sticker apps that add stickers to WhatsApp on Android or iOS. You can
publish your sticker app like any other app on the Google Play Store or Apple App Store, and users who download and install your app will be able to start sending these stickers directly from WhatsApp. To use the chat stickers, simply click on the new sticker button and select the sticker you want to share. You can add new sticker packs
by clicking plus the icon. Share your location in real time We are rolling out a new feature that allows you to share your location in real time with family or friends. Whether you're meeting friends, letting loved ones know you're safe, or sharing your commute, Live Location is an easy and safe way to let people know where you are. This all-
in-the-end encrypted feature allows you to control who you share with and for how long. You can stop sharing at any time or let the Live Location timer simply expire. Here's how it works. Open a chat with the person or group you want to share. In accordance with the Location button, a new option to share the location in real life has
appeared in the attachment button. Choose how long you want to share and click to send. Everyone in the chat will be able to see your location in real time on the map. And several people share their Live Location in a group, all places will be visible on the same map. Live Location is available on both Android and iPhone and will be
rolling out in the app in the coming weeks. We hope you enjoyed it. Web client for desktop computers The app is available for Windows 8 and Windows 10, and Mac OS 10.9 and above, and syncs with WhatsApp on your mobile device. Because the app works on your desktop, you'll have support for native desktop notifications, better
shortcuts, and more. After downloading and opening the app, scan the code using the WhatsApp app on your phone (look for whatsApp's web menu under the settings). WhatsApp has long come up with their new usage policies, where I clearly let the app not work in previous versions of Android 2.3, that is, for older models it is not
possible to download the app from The Play Store.So many have been looking for alternatives to WhatsApp as a line, Vibe, but in the end it is not the same, since WhatsApp has much more mass use, while other apps are not all they installed on their mobile phones. But some time ago we found a solution for Android 2.2 users who want
to install WhatsApp on their devices regardless of whether we make or model we only have to have the space and the Internet to be able to use the app. The trick is to download the earlier version of Wsp that we recommend you always download WhatsApp 2.16.88 as it is one of the best versions that came out a long time ago and that
still allows you to use without the need to update the app. Download WhatsApp for Android 2.2For this is pretty easy to do if you have a mobile phone running Android 2.2 or sooner you can do it to have WhatsApp again. Download WhatsApp 2.16.88Load of this app, which will come in APK format, we have to install it on our mobile phone
and as soon as this list, be sure to properly set up your phone number and area code, so you get a message check.How to use WhatsApp on Android 2.2Listo now you will be able to enjoy WhatsApp again on Android 2.2 without having to change your phone to a new one, as well as so we will have more problems Only you have to make
automatic updates for this app, because if you arrive, we have to complete the whole process again. 2.20.202.8 29.27MB 2.20.202.5 29.11MB 2.20.202.4 29.1MB 2.20.202.3 29.08MB 2.20.202.2 29.05MB 2.20.202.1 29.04MB 2.20.201.20 37.31MB 2.20.201.13 28.99MB 2.20.201.11 28.86MB 2.20.201.10 28.8MB 2.20.201.7 28.75MB
2.20.201.6 28.73MB 2.20.201.2 28.59MB 2.20.200.22 30.81MB 2.20.200.21 39.31MB 2.20.200.18 30.81MB 2.20.200.17 39.31MB 2.20.200.16 39.31MB 2.20.200.10 30.82MB 2.20.200.9 30.81MB WhatsApp es indudablemente la aplicación de mensajería instantánea más utilizada en el mundo. However, users are never happy and we
would like to have as many features and customization options as possible. The team of Mark zuckerberg adds new features to their app, tends to lag behind other, less common messaging apps in terms of innovation. That's why many users prefer to use MOD versions in the official WhatsApp Messenger app. This type of development,
created by third parties and not legal, since WhatsApp code is not open source, add more options to the original application. Today we bring you WhatsApp Prime, which comes to keep the company with dozens of options such as YOWhatsApp, GBWhatsApp or OGWhAppats. Get video calls on WhatsApp. FEATURES WA Prime
Developer of this fashion proudly boasts dozens of options that he claims to have been able to add to WhatsApp. The main one, which is designed to distinguish, is that it adds video calls to the app, but there are many others: Invitations to WhatsApp groups through links. Send the same photo to multiple chats at the touch of a button.
Two-step authentication. The opportunity to show a different place than the real one. More time options to disable conversations (from one hour to forever). Images don't lose quality when you collaborate in conversations. The limit of symbols on all fields increases. Includes a collection of emojis in the style of Material Design. Add an
option to zoom in on photos. Allows you to change wallpapers and themes with different colors. Added the ability to send links directly to Telegram. As you can see, if you are interested in being aware in terms of messaging options, this mod is for you. If you want to try this or any other mod, the process to follow is simple. Since you can't
have two WhatsApp apps at the same time, you'll need to make a copy of the conversations on the original client so as not to lose all the individual chats and groups, delete it, install APK's new mod from Malavida, turn on your phone number in the new app and restore backup. What's new in the latest version based on the original
WhatsApp 2.16.212. Allows you to hide some options, such as video calls or links to groups. Fixing errors. Errors.
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